Things to do when giving an author book talk

The point of author appearances is to entice readers to buy books.

I encourage all authors to get in front of an audience and engage with their readers. Partake in speaking engagements at bookstores, bars, coffee shops, libraries or colleges. Make the most of your time at the mic. Here are eight of my thoughts when giving an author talk:

√ Arrive early. Give yourself plenty of time to get familiar with the space. Make sure the microphone and presentation area are ready. Flying in at the last minute sets a tone of being unprepared. You do not want the audience to worry that you are not going to show up.

√ Greet your audience as they arrive. Shake hands, talk to them. This not only will make them feel welcome, but it will also help with any nerves you may have.

√ Start on time and end at the scheduled time. Staying within your allotted time is one of most professional moves you can make.

√ Begin your talk with thanks. Thank the venue and the associates or representatives involved with the program. Thank the audience for attending.

√ Don’t apologize. Don’t say you are new at this, not prepared or don’t like being in front of an audience. Be confident.

√ Preplan your talk. Tell the audience what inspired you to write this book. Plan to read an engaging excerpt or two from your book and lead up to it with key information they should know.

√ Allow time for questions. Have a question or two prepared if no one has a question. “I frequently get asked [blank].” This will engage others to ask a question.

√ Close your talk with a call to action. Invite audience members to buy a signed book and ask them to follow your blog or sign up for your newsletter.

People don’t go out to an author event for the reading. They come for the story behind the story. This is your chance to shine and find new readers. Give them an experience of human connection. You are not only presenting your book; you are presenting yourself as an author.

*** Krista Rolfzen Soukup is a literary publicist and owner of Blue Cottage Agency (BlueCottageAgency.com).
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